The eccentricity can be still large in the final stage of large-mass-ratio-inspiral event. Modified gravity theories generically predict a violation of Lorentz invariance, which may lead to a dispersion phenomenon for propagation of gravitational waves. In this Letter, we demonstrate that this dispersion will induce an observable deviation of waveforms, if the orbital eccentricity is considerable.
INTRODUCTION
The first detection of gravitational wave (GW), GW150914, was made in September 2015 with the Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) detectors [1] . Subsequently, more signals GW151226 and GW170104, together with a likely candidate LVT151012, were detected [2, 3] . All such systems are believed to be originated from the merger of binary black hole systems, with no black hole being more massive than 100M . The waveforms from these systems can be accurately modeled by effective-one-body (EOB) theory. The EOB scheme can be understood as a post-Newtonian approach calibrated with black hole perturbation theory and numerical relativity simulations [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The LIGO and Virgo collaborations published results from searching for binaries up to hundreds of solar masses [10, 11] , and recently released their search results on the intermediate mass black hole binaries with total mass less than 1000 solar masses [12] . In principle, the later could be detected by Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo (here after aLIGO and AdV) [13] . However, the coalescence of a stellar mass compact object together with an intermediate massive black hole 1, 000M has not been searched up to now. Such kind of systems, which are also known as intermediate-mass-ratio inspirals or IMRIs, usually emit gravitational waves with frequency lower than the sensitive band of advanced LIGO, which typically ranges from about 10 Hz to several kHz [14] . The frequencies of these GWs during the final stage (∼ O(1) Hz) are also out of the sensitive band of the space based detectors like LISA [15] , Taiji [16] and TianQin [17] etc, which typically span from 0.1 mHz to 0.1 Hz.
The typical masses of the massive black holes in IMRIs are usually around O(10 2 ) ∼ O(10 4 ) solar masses [18] . These black holes are believed to exist in low-luminosity active galactic nuclei, globular clusters [19] and some ultra-luminous X ray sources [20] . In the present paper, we are interested in the intermediate massive black holes with more than 1000
M . Central black holes with several thousands of solar masses would have frequencies too low to be observed by the current ground-based GW detectors. However, the binaries with total masses O(10 2 )M can be observed by aLIGO in circular orbit cases [14] . Therefore, in this work we investigate on the range in between, where the mass-ratio is assumed as m 2 /m 1 ∼ 10 −3 , the mass of the central black hole is around 1000-2000 M , and the small compact body is assumed as white dwarf, neutron star or stellar black hole. In the present paper, we focus on the detectability of such IMRIs for aLIGO and AdV, and thus leave aside the event rates for future investigation, however interested readers are encouraged to check relevant details in [22] .
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the EOB formalisms for the two-body dynamics. In the section III, we study the IMRIs with large eccentricities and their dominate GW frequencies. Possibility of observing the GWs from IMRIs using ground-based detectors is discussed in section IV. Finally, we give remarks and conclusions.
EFFECTIVE-ONE-BODY FORMALISM FOR ECCENTRIC ORBITS
The EOBNR model [8] has been adopted successfully in the GW signal search of LIGO [2] .
In addition to the test particle approximation, the EOB dynamics includes the mass-ratio correction and spin. The mass-ratios of the IMRIs studied in this paper are around 10 −3 .
In order to include the mass-ratio correction, we employ the EOB formalism to calculate the orbital motion. Many researches have proved the effectiveness of the EOB dynamics for gravitational two-body systems (see e.g. [24] ). In the present paper, we use the same EOB dynamical formalisms of the EOBNR model [8] .
The EOB Hamiltonian takes the form [4, 5] 
Here we define the total mass M = m 1 + m 2 , reduced mass µ = m 1 m 2 /M and symmetric mass ratio ν = µ/M , where m 1 and m 2 are the masses of the two objects of the binary (we always assume m 1 > m 2 ).The central black hole has spin S 1 = qM 2 , where q is the effective dimensionless spin parameter of the Kerr black hole. For the smaller compact object, the spin magnitude S 2 µ 2 /µM 1 [25] . Such a small spin will not produce considerable effects in a short time-scale analysis. For simplicity, we omit the spin of the small object:
S 2 = 0. However, The effective Hamiltonian H eff is no longer the Hamiltonian of a nonspinning (NS) test particle H NS , because even if S 2 = 0 the effective spin is not zero [32, 33] .
Then the effective Hamiltonian should describe a spinning test particle in the deformed Kerr metric [7] 
where the first part is just the Hamiltonian of a non-spinning particle in the deformed-Kerr metric, and S * is the effective spin of the particle. The second term includes the spin-orbit and spin-spin couplings. All these quantities involved in the above equations can be found in [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] and references inside.
The conservative dynamical equations in the equatorial plane are
Where p φ is the angular momentum. It is a conserved quantity due to the axis-symmetry of the deformed Kerr metric. When the gravitational waves are considered, radiation reaction F r , F φ need to appear in Eqs. (4) .
In order to describe such an equatorial-eccentric motion, we use the geometric parameters, semi-latus rectum p and eccentricity e, to determine the orbital configuration. Similar to [30] , the procedure of transferring geometric parameters to the initial data for the equation of motion is listed as follows.
1. with values of p, e for an orbit configuration, derive periastron r p and apastron r a by using the definition r a = p/(1 − e), r p = p/(1 + e);
2. taking r a , r p into Eq. (2) respectively, solve p φ and H eff . Considering the complication of H S , firstly we solve an approximation value of p φ with only H NS , then obtain the accurate solution by Aitken's iterative method.
3. with the values of H eff and p φ at hand, and a set of initial data r(t = 0) = r p , φ(t = 0) = 0, p r (t = 0) = 0, numerically integrate the EOB dynamical Eqs. (3) (4) to obtain the accurate orbits.
IMRIS WITH LARGE ECCENTRICITIES
Within the framework of the EOB formalism, we can calculate the orbital frequency of an equatorial-circular orbit: Ω φ = ∂H EOB /∂p φ . The dominant GW mode is the (2, 2) mode where l = m = 2 (h 22 ), where l, m are harmonic numbers. The corresponding GW frequency is twice the orbital frequency. In Table I However, for eccentric orbits, the frequency of strongest GW mode is ω 22k = 2Ω φ + kΩ r , instead of twice the orbital frequency. Where Ω r ≡ 2π/T r and Ω φ ≡ ∆φ/T r are the frequencies of radial and azimuthal motions respectively. T r is the period of radial motion, ∆φ is the swept azimuthal angle after the certain time interval T r has elapsed. Unlike the circular case, one can not directly obtain Ω r , Ω φ from Eqs. (3, 4) . Alternatively, we perform orbital evolution without radiation reaction, then we determine the period T r and two orbital frequencies Ω r , Ω φ . Furthermore, these two frequencies are used in the frequency-domain codes of the Teukolsky equation.
We definek as when k =k the k-mode energy flux is maximum, while k counts the harmonics created by the linear composition of the two orbital frequencies. When eccentricity e = 0,k equals to 0 exactly (and also the k-modes disappear). Usually when e > 0.1,k is larger than 0. For example,k ≈ 10 and 18 for e = 0.7 and 0.8 respectively. In this case, the frequency of dominant GWs is several times larger than the circular orbit cases. We call this phenomenon as the excitation of high frequency GWs due to the large eccentricity. This has been discussed in [26] for comparable mass-ratio binaries by post-Newtonian method, and in [27] [28] [29] [30] for extreme-mass-ratio inspirals by Teukosky equation. Ref. [26] presented a formula accurately predicts the k values of the dominant energy modes for l = 2. This formula also works for extreme-mass-ratio cases, and an approximation formula was given by [28] ,k
With this expression, we can quantitatively estimate the frequency of dominant mode (hereafter we call it as "voice") of GWs for different eccentricities. In Table II , we find that the frequency ω 22k grows when the eccentricity becomes larger, and then the signals enter the sensitive band of aLIGO and AdV. Considering that the frequency is inversely proportional to the total mass, one can easily obtain the frequencies for other values of M . Though the strength of h 22k decreases as e increases, the signal still becomes detectable because the sensitivity curves of LIGO detectors drop steeply after the frequency being greater than 10
Hz. This will be demonstrated in the next section. In Figure 1 , two highly relativistic and eccentric orbits are displayed. Features like "zoom" and "whirl" could be found in the figure. In the "zoom-in" phase, the smaller object slowly move towards the center from the apastron, the "whirl" phase happens nearby the periastron, where the small object quickly rotates a number of quasi-circular orbits close to the innermost stable bound orbit like a basketball rotates along the basket, afterwards it "zoom-out" towards the apastron again [27] .
In Figure 1 , we also demonstrate the spectrum of k-modes energy flux to infinity (Ė ∞ ) of two orbits both having the same geometric parameters (semi-latus rectum, eccentricity) p = 3.1 M, e = 0.7 and the dimensionless Kerr parameter q = 0.9, but with different massratios ν equal to 0 and 10 −3 respectively. The distribution of k-modes is very sensitive with respect to the mass-ratio, though the positions of maximum modes are approximately same,
i.e.,k = 10 and 11 respectively. 
THE TEUKOLSKY-BASED GRAVITATIONAL WAVEFORMS
The EOB-Teukolsky (ET) codes employ the EOB dynamical equations to drive the orbits and feed the Teukolsky equation with orbital parameters, then calculate the latter to generate GWs [42] . The Teukolsky equation solver in our ET codes produces gravitational waveforms and energy fluxes, at the same time, the Teukolsky-based energy fluxes can source the EOB dynamics to drive the orbital evolution. For a detailed introduction of numerical methods for the Teukolsky equation, one can see [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] and references inside. For detailed methods of our ET codes for eccentric cases, please see a previous work by one of us [30] .
Based on the frequency-domain codes, we can accurately calculate the gravitational waves from the eccentric orbits. In principle, these GWs are combined by many individual harmonics (or "voices") associated with l, m and k modes. A Fourier decomposition of the GWs can (bottom) voices, the latter one gives the quadrupole waveform.The orbital parameters are p = 3.1 and e = 0.7, the dimensionless spin parameter q = 0.9, and the mass-ratio is 10 −3 . For plotting, the distance is normalized to 100 Mpc, and the mass of the small object is set to 2 M .
separate these voices (this has be done in the frequency-domain method). For the circular orbits, the frequency of h 22 is fully determined by the orbital frequency Ω φ . However, as discussed in the previous section, the situation becomes complicated in the eccentric cases.
Because of the participation of k-modes, the frequency of the GW mode is a combination of orbital frequencies Ω φ and Ω r , ω 22k = 2Ω φ + kΩ r . The maximum mode is located at k =k, andk mainly decided by eccentricity. A wild eccentricity will induce a very large value of k, this mechanism shifts the frequency of dominant GW voices higher in comparison with the circular cases. In other words, the eccentricity excites the high mode voice.
In figure 2 , we plot two individual modes: k = 0 and k =k = 10 with p = 3.1, e = 0.7, ν = 10 −3 and a = 0.9 in the left panels. We can see the frequency and strength of k = 10 mode is larger than the k = 0 one. A mix tones of three maximum modes k = 9, 10, 11 and h 22 waveform are shown in the right panels. One can clearly see the zoom-whirl property.
Similarly, for the case of p = 2.67, e = 0.8, ν = 10 −3 and a = 0.95, thek = 18, then the dominant frequency is even higher than the e = 0.7 case (see Figure. 3 ). The waveform shown in Figure. 3 demonstrates stronger zoom-whirl behavior. All these waveforms are produced from the numerical Teukolsky-based waveforms, combined with the EOB orbits without radiation-reaction. Please see [23, 30, 42] for the details of our numerical algorithms. 
where N and f 22k mean the number of cycles and the frequency of the h 22k voice respectively.
The total masses of the four kinds of IMRIs are set to 1400 and 1800M , the symmetric mass-ratios are 1 × 10 −3 and 0.005, respectively, and the distance of source from the Earth is 100 Mpc. We demonstrate the shift of GW modes from the lower frequency to the higher frequency while the eccentricity becomes larger.
When e 0.1, the dominant voice of gravitational waves is the harmonic l = m = 2, k = 0 mode. Therefore, the dominant frequency of GWs is simply (2Ω φ + 0Ω r )/2π. It means that the frequency of the radial motion does not contribute to the dominant one of GWs.
From Figure 4 , the pink curves in all panels show the frequency of dominant modes, and they are the lowest comparing to the others. Though the strength of dominant voices in e = 0.1 cases are the strongest compared to the larger eccentricity orbits, due to the lowest When eccentricity goes larger, the strength of dominant voices becomes weaker. This is because in the case of highly eccentric orbit, more fluxes distribute to the non-dominant We may conclude that the highly eccentric IMRIs are more valuable sources than the lowly eccentric counterparts for ground-based GW detectors like advanced LIGO if they have the same semi-latus rectums.
Be careful, the largest SNRs we show in Tab. III do not always correspond to the highest modes. This is due to the sharply decreasing noise curve of detector with the frequency increasing after 10 Hz.
Obviously, the GW frequency mainly depends on the mass of the IMRIs. If the total mass is too large, the frequency of GWs will be too low to be detected by aLIGO or AdV. For revealing this point, we use four IMRI systems with different total masses to demonstrate the detectability of the highly eccentric binaries. For IMRIs with total mass larger than 2000 Noting that in the figures 4, 5, the characteristic strain is plotted by assuming the source without inspiralling, so we get just a point for each single mode. This is approximately correct if the mass-ratio is small and the integration time is short.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we discuss the detectability of the harmonic modes of GWs from IMRIs with large eccentricity. Compared with small eccentricity cases, the GWs from highly eccentric IMRIs can have larger SNRs for the ground-based GW detectors like aLIGO and AdV. As demonstrated in the previous sections, the harmonic number k of the dominant mode goes larger as the eccentricity gets higher. As a result, the frequency of the dominant GW mode of high eccentricity cases can be higher than the small eccentricity cases with the same semi-latus rectums. We call this mechanism as an excitation of high frequency GWs by eccentricity. For a group of IMRIs with appropriate masses, this mechanism can shift the GW signals into the sensitive band of aLIGO/AdV detectors, making it possible for such systems to be detected.
More precisely, the excitation mechanism by the eccentricity can make some IMRIs with mass around 1000-2000 M become detectable for aLIGO/AdV. While these IMRIs are out of the sensitive band of aLIGO/AdV if they are circular or small eccentricity orbits.
The IMRIs with mass more than 1000 M and less than 2000 M are in a gray zone of ground-based and space-based GW detectors aLIGO, AdV, LISA, Taiji and Tianqin. We argue here that these IMRIs still have an opportunity to be found by aLIGO/AdV if their eccentricities are as high as 0.7. If detected, it will have a great impact on our understanding of astrophysics. For example, the significant eccentricities of IMRIs are indicative of the direct capture scenario via two-body relaxation [58] . 
